Livia’s tight, thick, mottled yarn gives the carpet a substantial, re ned feel and comfy thickness. Made in 100 percent of the finest
wool, Livia has a low, dense bouclé, making it perfect both for chairs with casters and classic chair legs.
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LIVIA – A NEW CARPET TAKES THE
FLOOR
Livia is a carpet that lifts all spaces and environments, adding a sensual
textile feeling.
Through the years, Kasthall has decorated some of the world’s most exclusive
milieus, with a clientele that includes companies like Dior, Louis Vuitton,
Prada, Valentino and Yves Saint Lauren. Textile ooring for public spaces has
grown into a key product category for Kasthall, where their vision is to own
the floor.
LIVIA
Livia is designed by the Kasthall Design Studio in one hundred percent wool.
The shifting-colour of the carpet lies in the rich fibres of the yarn, where each
one has its own natural shade, blended into a lovely mix. Livia is available in
four-metre wide rolls.
PRODUCT INFORMATION LIVIA
Material: Tufted wall-to-wall carpet with low bouclé in natural colour
mottled wool
Colors: Camel 8456, Cold Lava 8452, Drift Wood 8454, Himalaya 8455 and
Rubble Stone 8453

Kasthall has been designing and manufacturing unique woven and hand-tufted
rugs since 1889. Our own factory is located since in Kinna, amid the traditional
textile area in western Sweden, where the production still occurs. Over the years,
Kasthall has become one of the world leaders in the design and manufacture of
carpets, and is now represented in 30 countries with a showroom in Stockholm,
Milan and New York. Part of the secret is that we own our own production and
thus control the entire manufacturing process. Another is our consistent focus on
design and development.
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